
Missing data are a frequently encoun-
tered problem in epidemiologic and
clinical research.1,2 One approach is

to include in the analysis only those participants
without missing observations (complete or
available case analysis).1–4 However, in addition
to reducing statistical power, this approach will
often result in biased estimates of the associa-
tions between covariates and outcomes.2,3,5,6

Another popular method is to replace missing
values using imputation methods.2 These meth-
ods can be applied equally for missing out-
comes, missing exposures and missing covari-
ates. A third method, the missing-indicator
method, is specifically proposed for missing
confounder data in etiologic research.7,8 This
method uses a dummy (1/0) variable in the sta-
tistical model to indicate whether the value for
that variable is missing, and all missing values
are set to the same value. Accordingly, each
participant can still be included in the analysis,
reducing the loss of statistical power.

In 2005 and 2006, two papers on the missing-
indicator method were published, with conflict-
ing conclusions.3,4 Donders and colleagues
focused on missing covariate data in nonrandom-
ized studies and argued that the missing-indica-
tor method would very likely produce biased
results.3 The direction and size of the bias
depended on the reason or mechanism of miss-
ingness. In contrast, White and Thompson
focused on missing baseline covariate data in
randomized trials and found that the missing-
indicator method produced unbiased estimates of
the treatment effect.4

Given the popularity of the missing-indicator
method among medical researchers, we aim to
clarify this apparent discrepancy. We review the
missing-indicator method and illustrate its valid-
ity, using real data with incomplete covariates
from randomized and nonrandomized studies.

Methods to handle missing
covariate data

Complete case analysis
The simplest method to handle missing covariate
data is to omit from the analysis participants with
any missing data (i.e., perform an analysis of
available or complete data only). Although this
results in loss of statistical power, complete case
analysis generally gives unbiased estimates when
the participants without complete observations
are a representative subset of the study popula-
tion, a situation known as “missing completely at
random.”2,3,5 Most often, however, it is unlikely
that data are missing completely at random, but
rather missingness of data depends (partly) on
observed patient characteristics. For example, in
a study of diagnostic accuracy, information on an
invasive test can be missing if the diagnosis was
already clear enough based on preceding (less
invasive) tests. In such situations, complete case
analysis may result in biased estimates.

Complete case analysis is unbiased only if
missingness is conditionally independent of the
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• The missing-indicator method is a popular and simple method to
handle missing data in clinical research but has been criticized for
introducing bias.

• In nonrandomized studies, the factor or test under study is often
related to variables with missing values, in which case the missing-
indicator method typically results in biased estimates.

• In randomized trials, the distribution of baseline covariates with
missing values is likely balanced across treatment groups, which means
the missing-indicator method will give unbiased estimates and obeys
the intention-to-treat principle.
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outcome,9,10 which means that given other patient
variables, missingness is independent of the out-
come. This is unlikely in the given example.

Imputation
If missingness of a variable is related to observed
characteristics but not to unobserved characteris-
tics, the data are (confusingly) called “missing at
random.”2,5,6 If data are missing at random, one
may use the observed data to estimate the missing
value and subsequently replace (impute) the miss-
ing value by that estimate. This is usually done
using a multivariable regression model, which
imputes the missing value with the most likely
value, based on all observed patient characteris-
tics, including the outcome.11 In multiple imputa-
tion, uncertainty from the fact that the imputed
values were not actually observed, but rather esti-
mated, is accounted for.2,3,5,6,9 Multiple imputation
provides valid estimates and standard errors in
many circumstances when missing data are miss-
ing at random.2,3,5,6,11 However, it is a complex tech-
nique requiring expertise and appropriate soft-
ware.2 Hence, simpler approaches, such as the
missing-indicator method, are more appealing.

Missing-indicator method
The missing-indicator method was proposed for
missing confounder data in etiologic research7,8

and has since received much attention in the
medical literature.3–6,10,12 The missing-indicator
method does not impute missing values. Instead,
missing observations are set to a fixed value
(usually zero, but other numbers will give the
same results), and an extra indicator or dummy
(1/0) variable is added to the analytical (multi-
variable) model to indicate whether the value for
that variable is missing. Consequently, each par-
ticipant can still be included in the analysis to
maintain statistical power.

When using the missing-indicator method to
adjust for an incomplete covariate, the estimated
association between the independent variable
under study (e.g., treatment, risk factor or predic-
tor) and outcome is a weighted average of two
associations representing (a) the association be -
tween the independent variable and outcome,
adjusted for all covariates, among the participants
for whom all data were observed; and (b) the asso-
ciation between the independent variable and out-
come, adjusted only for complete covariates,
among the participants for whom the covariate was
not observed. For nonrandomized studies, the sec-
ond association will typically be biased because it
is only partially adjusted for confounding. Further-
more, the first association is based on a complete
case analysis, so this association is unbiased only
if missingness is conditionally independent of the

outcome.9,10 But, given the nature of nonrandom-
ized studies, in which covariates are commonly
mutually related, the missing-indicator method
will almost always give biased results.3

In randomized trials, however, randomization
implies that baseline covariates are balanced
across treatment groups and therefore not related
to the treatment under study. Hence, unadjusted
treatment effects from randomized trials are unbi-
ased. Because of randomization, the distribution
of missing values is likely to be balanced across
treatment groups as well. Consequently, both the
association between treatment and outcome
among the participants for whom all data were
observed, and the association between treatment
and outcome among the participants for whom
not all data were observed, will be unbiased.9

Hence, both complete case analysis and the miss-
ing-indicator method will give unbiased estimates.
In trials on continuous outcomes, the major reason
for covariate adjustment is to increase precision.
An important issue, irrespective of the proportion
of missingness, is that including all participants
for analysis is essential for estimating intention-
to-treat effects. Therefore, estimates obtained by
using the missing-indicator method will be more
precise than those obtained by complete case
analysis,4 and they will also obey the intention-to-
treat principle by including all participants ran-
domly assigned to treatment groups.13

Missingness of baseline covariates in a ran-
domized trial is not necessarily the same as miss-
ing completely at random. In a randomized trial
on the effects of a certain treatment for depres-
sion, participants who are severely depressed
could be more likely to have missing baseline
covariates. If the baseline covariate indicates
severity of the depression, however, missingness
will likely also depend on the value of the base-
line variable itself, which is called “missing not
at random.”4 But, even if baseline covariate data
are missing not at random, randomization im -
plies that missingness is still not related to treat-
ment, so the observed treatment effect will still
be unbiased with application of the missing-indi-
cator method.

We have shown that the design of a study, rather
than the mechanism of missingness, determines
whether the missing-indicator method is valid to
handle missing data. A detailed explanation of bias
when using the missing-indicator method is pro-
vided in Appendix 1 (available at www .cmaj .ca
/lookup /suppl/doi:10.1503/cmaj .110977 /-/DC1).

Examples

In this section, we illustrate the pros and cons
of the missing-indicator method using two case
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studies. In both examples, we started with a
complete dataset. The results obtained from
these complete datasets were considered true
associations. New outcome data were created
using the true associations. Missingness was
then created using a specified mechanism, and
three methods to handle missing data were
applied: the missing-indicator method, com-
plete case analysis and multiple imputation. We
focused on situations with only one covariate
with missing values. It is likely that differences
between the methods will be more pronounced
when more than one covariate has missing val-
ues. All analyses were performed in R for Win-
dows (version 2.8.1)14 or Stata (version 11).
Multiple imputation was implemented using
multiple imputation by chained equations in R15

and Stata.16 This entire process (creating miss-
ing values and addressing missing values with
the three approaches of analysis) was repeated
1000 times to reduce random variation. The
choice for 1000 replicates means that “correct”
95% coverage will likely be between 93.6%
and 96.4%.

Example 1: diagnostic study
In a study involving adults in whom deep venous
thrombosis was suspected, the diagnostic value
of several index tests was assessed.17 The avail-
able dataset consisted of 795 participants with
two index tests to predict the presence or ab -
sence of deep venous thrombosis: a difference in
calf circumference of at least 3 cm (yes/no) and
plasma D-dimer level (continuous, log-trans-
formed). The Pearson correlation between the
two index tests was 0.32 (95% confidence inter-
val 0.25–0.38).

We created 25% missing values on the vari-
able D-dimer level either in a random sample of
the study population (missing completely at ran-
dom), or with missingness related to calf circum-
ference and deep venous thrombosis (missing at
random). In the latter case, the probability of
missingness of the D-dimer level was doubled if a
participant had either a large difference in calf
circumference in combination with deep venous
thrombosis or a small difference in calf circum-
ference without deep venous thrombosis. This
choice resembled clinical practice, because in an
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Figure 1: Comparison of analytical methods (complete case analysis, missing indicator, multiple imputation) to handle missing data in a
diagnostic study of two index tests — difference in calf circumference (A) and d-dimer level (B) — with missing data on one diagnostic
predictor. See Example 1 for more details. dVT = deep venous thrombosis. 
Note: Odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) are based on log-transformed ORs and their standard errors, which were
averaged over 1000 simulations, except for the reference method, where they resulted from analyzing the completely observed
dataset. Coverage indicates the proportion of estimated 95% CIs in which the true value (based on the reference method) is included
(ideally, the coverage is 95%). 
*Missingness of the d-dimer level was related to the difference in calf circumference and the diagnosis of dVT.



instance of a “normal” calf circumference in
combination with a “healthy” clinical presenta-
tion (low probability of deep venous thrombosis),
additional measurement of D-dimer level is likely
omitted. Alternatively, a large difference in calf
circumference in combination with a clinical pre-
sentation of deep venous thrombosis may directly
result in referral for reference testing (ultrasonog-
raphy) and skipping D-dimer measurement.

For multiple imputation we used predictive
mean matching with the dichotomized difference
in calf circumference and deep venous thrombo-
sis status included in a linear regression imputa-
tion model, and 25 imputed datasets were pro-
duced.18 We analyzed each imputed dataset using
logistic regression of deep venous thrombosis sta-
tus on log D-dimer level and dichotomized differ-
ence in calf circumference. We combined the
estimated regression coefficients and their stan-
dard errors using the standard procedures before
presenting them as odds ratios.18

Use of the missing-indicator method resulted
in biased associations between calf circumfer-
ence and outcome whether missingness was

missing completely at random or missing at ran-
dom (Figure 1A). Complete case analysis pro-
vided correct estimates of the associations be -
tween both index tests and outcome, and
coverage close to the ideal 95% when data were
missing completely at random. The results were,
however, less precise compared with the other
methods (indicated by the larger confidence
intervals), because fewer participants were in -
cluded in the analyses. Complete case analysis
yielded biased estimates for calf circumference
when missingness was missing at random.
Finally, multiple imputation provided unbiased
estimates with good coverage regardless of
whether the data were missing at random or
completely at random. When the proportion of
missingness increased, the difference between
the methods became larger (results not shown),
as shown by others.19 The observation that the
association between the variable with missing
values (D-dimer level) and the outcome (deep
venous thrombosis) is apparently unbiased (Fig-
ure 1B) suggests that using the missing-indicator
method for one variable predominantly affects
coefficients of the other variables.

Example 2: randomized trial
A randomized trial compared the effectiveness of
intensive management (intervention) and standard
management for severely mentally ill patients in
the community.20 For this example, we considered
as outcome a measure of psychopathology, the
Comprehensive Psychopathological Rating Scale
score, and used 595 patients with scores observed
at baseline and at two-year follow-up. We esti-
mated the effect of the intervention on the score at
two-year follow-up adjusted for the baseline
score, using linear regression modelling.

Missingness was created on the covariate
baseline score, which was missing completely at
random in a 25% random sample of the study
population. This reflects the idea that missingness
in a randomized trial is likely to be balanced
across treatment groups. Alternatively, a situation
was created in which patients with more severe
psychopathology (indicated by a score higher
than the median) were twice as likely to be non-
compliant and hence have a missing score at
baseline than patients with milder psychopathol-
ogy (data missing not at random). The procedure
was as before, except that the imputation model
was a linear regression of baseline score on the
two-year follow-up score and randomized group. 

Results are shown in Figure 2. For both data
missing completely at random and missing not at
random, all methods, including the missing-indica-
tor method, yielded correct effect estimates and rea-
sonable coverage. However, confidence intervals
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Effect of intervention on CPRS score
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Figure 2: Comparison of methods (complete case analysis, missing indicator,
multiple imputation) to handle missing data in a randomized trial on the effect
of intervention on Comprehensive Psychopathological Rating Scale (CPRS)
score with missing data on one baseline variable. 
Note: Estimated effects and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were averaged over
1000 simulations, except for the reference method, where they resulted from
analyzing the completely observed dataset. Coverage indicates the proportion
of estimated 95% CIs in which the true value (based on the reference method)
is included (ideally, the coverage is 95%). 
*Missingness of the baseline variable was related to the value of the baseline
variable itself.
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were wider for complete case analysis, reflecting its
loss of statistical power. Again, the differences
among the methods increased with increasing pro-
portions of missingness (results not shown).

Conclusion

As shown previously, complete case analysis is
not a valid method to handle missing data in
nonrandomized studies if data are missing at ran-
dom.3 In this situation, multiple imputation is the
recommended alternative.2 Although easier to
implement, the missing-indicator method typi-
cally results in biased estimates in nonrandom-
ized studies (both when data are missing at ran-
dom or missing completely at random). In
randomized trials, the missing-indicator method
is a valid method to handle missing baseline
covariate data, irrespective of the mechanism of
missingness. Even if the proportions of missing-
ness on baseline covariates is low, a complete
case analysis does not obey the intention-to-treat
principle when adjusting for covariates. An
intention-to-treat analysis can also be conducted
by simply omitting the incomplete baseline
covariate from the model, but this will likely
yield estimates that are less precise. The miss-
ing-indicator method has the important advan-
tage of obeying the intention-to-treat principle.
Although the missing-indicator method was
originally proposed for missing confounder data
in etiologic research, its use should be limited to
randomized trials only.
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